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SUMMARY
In leading European wind power countries wind power generation affects wholesale power prices already today. First investigations indicate that
the respective wind power-price relation lowers the market value of wind power relative to the baseload price with increasing penetration. The aim
of this paper is to identify parameters that determine this effect based on simulations for the Central European Power Market (CEPM). We model
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wind power-price interactions and investigate the sensitivity of the market value on a number of wind power and system related parameters. T
market value of wind power is sensitive to changes in wind share and variability, wind-demand correlation and the supply characteristics. Resu
further indicate that for expected wind capacities in 2020 the market value in the CEPM is significantly lower than the baseload price. The mark
value reducing effect varies among countries and is comparably low for wind power portfolios whose generation is weakly correlated with t
overall wind power generation in the respective power market. Hence with rising wind shares it will become increasingly important to take t
effect into account when assessing the economics of wind power projects. Future trends in the CEPM that may positively influence themarket val
are increasing electricity demand, fuel and CO2 prices, a better geographic distribution of onshore wind within the CEPM and an increasi
utilization of offshore wind. Copyright # 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

key words: wind power; power markets; market value

1. INTRODUCTION

In leading European wind power countries like Germany, Spain and Denmark wind power generation affects power prices alrea

today. As marginal cost of wind power is almost zero, rising amounts of wind power ceteris paribus have a dampening effect

electricity prices for a given power system. This so-called merit order effect has already been studied for selected power markets (

[1–3]).a

From the power producers point of view the merit order effect lowers the market value of power generation, i.e. the average pri

for selling power on the wholesale power market. In contrast to a baseload generation technology, i.e. a technology that produce

fixed quantity constantly, for a variable generation technology like wind power there is a correlation between power generation a

electricity prices which is inherent to the system: for a power system that is specified by a certain supply structure and a fix

demand wemight observe ‘low’ electricity prices when wind power generation is high because residual demand can be met with le

costly conventional generation and vice versa.

While the effect of wind power on power prices has already been analysed, studies investigating implications of the abov

mentioned system immanent wind power–price correlation on the market value of wind power are rare. Within an investigation

the long-term system value of intermittent power generation technologies [4] finds that the market value of wind power decreas

*Correspondence to: Carlo Obersteiner, Energy Economics Group, Vienna University of Technology, Gusshausstrasse 25-29/E373-2, 1040 Vienna, Austria.
yE-mail: obersteiner@eeg.tuwien.ac.at

aIt is important to note that this effect is not wind power specific but might be observed for any power generation technology with low marginal cost of generation t

is pushed into the market. In the long term, however, increasing wind shares will influence the investment decision for conventional power plants which has to be
taken into account to get a complete picture of the influence of wind power on power prices.
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with increasing wind shares relative to the average system baseload price and explains this effect by the decrease in covariance

between wind power generation and power price.

This paper aims to go one step further and investigates in more detail the impact of fundamental wind- and system-related

parameters on the market value of wind power based on simulations. We model wind power–price interactions using a simplistic
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C. OBERSTEINER AND M. SAGUAN
representation of the Central European Power Market (CEPM)b and analyse the sensitivity of the market value of wind power

parameter variations. Both implications on market as well as country level are looked at. Finally, based on simulation results

qualitative assessment of impacts of future trends in the CEPM on the market value of wind power is realized.

To get insight in mechanisms affecting the market value of wind power is of importance for both investors and policy-makers. F

the first the market value determines the economics of their investment unless wind power support is uncoupled from pow

markets.c Knowledge about the market value helps latter to optimize support schemes and estimate support needs. From

international perspective the market value (together with the quality of wind sites) determines where most cost-efficient potentia

can be realized.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the principle of wind power–price interactions in liberalized power markets

explained and main parameters influencing the market value of wind power are discussed. Section 3 explains the modelling a

simulation framework. Simulation results on both CEPM and country level are presented in Section 4. Section 5 discusses futu

trends in the CEPM and their qualitative impact on the market value of wind power. Section 6 concludes and gives an outlook f

future work.

2. WIND POWER IN THE LIBERALIZED POWER MARKET
2.1. Wind power–price interactions
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With the liberalization of the European electricity sector and the introduction of competition, a transition from a cost-based pri

regulation towards a market-orientated price formation took place. In a competitive power market, the wholesale price is determin

by the generation costs of the marginal technology, i.e. the variable cost of the most expensive plant which is needed to satis

demand.

The interaction of wind power and the power price in such a setting is illustrated in Figure 1. The supply curve represents the me

order of marginal cost and corresponding quantities of available generation technologies except for wind power. In the case of

wind and under the assumption of perfect competition, the price results from the intersection of supply and total demand. Wi

power is interpreted as negative load and reduces the residual demand that has to be met by other generation. Let us assume that t

wind power generation varies between a low and a high level. The average price then refers to the level of average wind pow

generation under the assumption of a symmetric distribution of wind power variations. The dampening effect on the average price

referred to as the merit order effect. The average price for wind power – the market value – is, however, even lower than the baselo

price as a large quantity is sold at comparably low prices and a smaller amount is sold at comparably higher prices. The latter effe

will be analysed in this paper in detail.

2.2. Market value – What’s that?
We define the market value of wind power as the sum of revenues by unit of energy if all wind power production were sold in the
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power exchange. Hence it is not the value wind power provides to the system but the market value from a generator’s perspectiv

When assessing the market value as interpreted within this paper for a specific generation technology it is important to note th

there is no single but a broad range of market values depending on the supposed trading strategy. For instance, wind power might

sold on the long-term market, i.e. bilaterally or in the form of baseload futures and additionally short-term deviations based on wi

power forecasts may be settled on the day-ahead market. Finally deviations between trading schedules and actual generation a

bThe CEPM includes Austria, Czech Republic, France, Germany and Switzerland. After the introduction of market coupling between France, Belgium and
Netherlands wholesale power prices in the two Benelux countries tend to converge towards the price level in above-mentioned countries (see Reference [5]).
cIn Europe we can observe a trend from the classical feed-in tariff schemes which remunerate renewable electricity at a fixed tariff (independent of the wholes
price) to feed-in premium schemes that provide a premium on top of revenues from selling power on the markets. Currently an according adoption of the regulatio

discussed in Germany.
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settled with imbalance clearing prices within the balancing mechanism. The market value finally results in the sum of revenues (and

cost) from several trading activities as illustrated in Reference [6]. As it is not the aim of this paper to analyse trading strategies and

imbalance cost, forecast uncertainties are neglected and a single stage of market clearing is assumed when modelling the CEPM.

he

Figure 1. Illustration of wind power–price interactions in the liberalized power market.

PARAMETERS INFLUENCING THE MARKET VALUE OF WIND POWER
2.3. Main parameters influencing the market value of wind power

The aim of this section is to identify main parameters influencing the market value of wind power. The starting point for t
identification of influencing parameters is the key analytical finding of Reference [4] that the market value of wind power can be
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split up in two components: (i) a ‘baseload’ power price component and (ii) a component related to the covariance between pow

price and wind power production:

MVW ¼

PH

h¼1

pPX;hQW;h

PH

h¼1

QW;h

¼ pPX þ covðpPX;QWÞ
QW

(

where MVW is the market value of wind power, pPX,h is the power price at the power exchange in hour h, QW,h is the wind pow

generation in hour h, pPX is the power price vector, pPX is the average baseload price and QW is the wind power generation vect

Thus the market value of wind power is determined by both parameters influencing the baseload price and those affecting t

covariance between wind power and power price. As this paper specifically aims to investigate the relation between market val

and baseload price, the analysis focusses on latter parameters.

In a competitive power market, the wholesale priced is determined by the generation costs of the marginal technology, i.e. t

short run marginal cost of the most expensive unit which is needed to satisfy demand. Therefore power price variations m

originate from variations in generation costs of the marginal technologies, from variations in the availability of power generati

and from variations in demand. In a non-competitive setting, prices may additionally be affected by strategic behaviour of mark

actors.

As gas and coal power plants represent the marginal technologies in the CEPM, variations in generation cost are mainly related

the evolution of the gas, coal and CO2-certificate prices. Depending on the correlation with wind power generation fuel and CO

price shocks might significantly influence the market value of wind power relative to the baseload price in a specific period

dWholesale electricity markets are mainly composed by organized (day-ahead) power market transactions and over the counter (OTC) transactions. Theoretica
the presence of traders that arbitrage opportunities between these two marketplaces ensures that power exchange prices should be equivalent to OTC pric
Supposing that this free arbitrage assumption holds in reality, only power exchange prices are considered in this paper.
Copyright # 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Euro. Trans. Electr. Power (2010)
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consideration. However, if the observed period is long enough, we expect no significant impact, as there is no evidence for a long-

term correlation of these shocks with wind power generation.

Wind power, supply and demand variations are translated into price variations. The resulting wind power–price correlation

depends on the shape of the supply curve and on the correlation of corresponding parameters with wind generation. The correlation
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between wind power and demand as well as other variable renewable generation is mainly determined by meteorologic

interactions. A correlation between wind generation and the availability of thermal capacities might result from weather dependi

cooling restrictions and a maintenance planning that takes into account the seasonal availability of wind power. The wind powe

price correlation further depends on the wind share as found in Reference [4] and may also be affected by the variability of wi

power.

Effects of strategic behaviour on the market value of wind power are investigated in Reference [7]. They conclude th

intermittent generation benefits less from abuse of market power than conventional generation.

Within this paper we analyse the following above-mentioned parameters affecting the wind power–price covariance: wind pow

share and variance, wind–demand correlation and the supply characteristics.

3. MODELLING WIND POWER–PRICE INTERACTIONS
3.1. The power system model
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The characteristics of power supply in the CEPM is represented by a function s – the supply curve – that describes the relati

between the quantity of supply QS and the marginal cost MC at which this quantity may be produced:

MC ¼ sðQSÞ (

The CEPM is modelled as an isolated market, i.e. exchanges with neighbouring systems are not reflected.

In order to account for the variability of wind power the model has a time resolution of 1 hour. Wind power generation QW,h

hour h is reflected within the residual system demand QD,res,h which has to be met by remaining power generation technologies in t

form:

QD;res;h ¼ QD;h � QW;h (

where QD,h represents system gross demand in hour h, i.e. electricity demand including power losses.

Note that supply and residual demand curves corresponding to each country are aggregated to a unique curve representing t

integrated CEPM. This implies the assumption of perfect (copper plate) integration of national electricity markets.

Then, if we assume perfect competition, the power price ph results as:

ph ¼ sðQD;res;hÞ (

Note that if wind power generation exceeds demand in a certain hour, the price is set to zero.e

The baseload pricef pbase is calculated as the average of elements ph of the resulting price vector:

pbase ¼
1

H

XH

h¼1

ph (

eThis assumption reflects a framework without support or solely support in the form of investment subsidies. Prices will then not become negative as wind produc
are willing to reduce their output when the price is below zero. In markets with significant wind shares like, e.g. Germany we already today see prices of zero or ev
below zero on the day-ahead market even if wind power generation does not exceed total demand. This is because of start-up costs and dynamic constraints
thermal power plants. Negative prices are a direct consequence of the fact that in a feed-in tariff scheme the producers do not receive any price signal from

market.
fBaseload price represents the revenue per unit of energy if power is produced in a constant manner over the studied period.
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while the market value of wind power MVW is calculated as the volume weighted average price:

PH
QW;hph

6)

r.g

nd

Table I. Assumptions for investigated price scenarios.

Gas (s/MWh) Oil (s/MWh) CO2 (s/tCO2)

2006 Prices 21.4 32.5 17
High fuel 27.9 41.3 17
High CO2 21.4 32.5 50
High fuel and CO2 27.9 41.3 50

Sources: BAFA (2006 prices for gas and oil), EEX (CO2 certificates), [13] (high fuel prices).

PARAMETERS INFLUENCING THE MARKET VALUE OF WIND POWER
MVW ¼ h¼1

PH

h¼1

QW;h

(

It is important to note that the model neglects imbalance cost that will in reality lower the resulting market value of wind powe

3.2. Data base

The supply curve represents the average available capacity of all generation technologies in the CEPM except from wind power a
is assumed to be fixed. Marginal costs of generation are calculated assuming average prices for fossil fuels and CO2 certificates and

or
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efficiencies differentiated by fuel type and decade of commissioning. All parameters refer to the year 2006 (see below Table I f

price assumptions). Hourly demand time series also refer to the year 2006 and stem from UCTE. Hourly wind power time seri

comprise both simulated and measured data. Simulated data from the TradeWind project are covering all countries of the CEPM

These data base on numerical weather data and cover the years 2000–2006 (cf. [8,9]). Further measured wind power data for the ye

2006 were available for Austria, Germany and France.h

3.3. Implementation of parameter variations

In order to derive the sensitivity of the market value of wind power we vary single above-mentioned parameters within simulatio
while several other parameters are kept constant.
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Parameter variations are implemented as follows:

Increased wind shares are modelled by simply scaling wind power time series for 2006. We investigate different deployme

scenarios for 2020 based on simulations with the Green-X model (cf. [10]) for countries of the CEPM: (i) current support polici

are retained in the future (2020 BAU), (ii) strengthened national policies in line with 20% target (2020-20%), (iii) a case with wi

deployment on CEPM level according to the 2020-20% scenario and distribution among countries as in 2006. Figure 2 illustrat

these scenarios in terms of annual wind generation for the single countries and the CEPM as a whole.

Wind power demand correlation: We use copulas to generate random samples with distributions equal to historic wind power a

demand in the CEPM but varying correlation. For a detailed description of the methodology, see Reference [11]. Please note that w

use the linear correlation as the measure to describe the relation between wind power and demand and not the rank correlation

recommended in Reference [11], because model results in this case fit much better those of real data.

Historic wind power time series represent a certain distribution and variability and are therefore not suited to reflect differe

scenarios of wind power variability. We simulate a set of samples with varying wind power variance and representative distributio

according to the following procedure:

gIn fact interactions on the ‘balancing market’ are similar to those in the wholesale market. When the wind share increases the wind power imbalance w
increasingly correlate with the overall system imbalance. As a consequence wind power is expected to face increasing specific imbalance cost.
hGerman wind power data were offered by the Department of Energy Systems of Berlin University of Technology. The French distribution grid operator ERDF a
the single buyer for supported electricity from renewables in Austria OeMAG provided wind power data for France and Austria, respectively.
Copyright # 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Euro. Trans. Electr. Power (2010)
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(1) Generation of uncorrelated Rayleigh distributed samples for wind speed with defined mean.

(2) Application of samples to a normalized power curve.i

(3) Summing up of different numbers of uncorrelated wind power samples.

(4) Scaling of resulting samples to the reference mean wind power generation.

on

Figure 2. Investigated wind deployment scenarios.

C. OBERSTEINER AND M. SAGUAN
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Cop
) Again copulas are used to simulate corresponding samples of wind power and gross demand with reference correlati
observed for 2006 data (for details, see Reference [12]).
as
V
us
arying supply characteristics are represented by scenarios for fuel prices for gas and oil and the CO2-certificate price

icated in Table I. Price scenarios translate in corresponding supply curves as illustrated in Figure 3.

It is important to note, that in contrast to Reference [4], we do not model the optimal energy mix for given wind shares but foc
s.
on sensitivities for given system configurations. Our simulations are ‘static’ meaning that changes in parameters are not endogenou

We do not study the impact of the future development of the supply structure.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS
. Sensitivity analysis for the CEPM
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In this section, simulation results on the sensitivity of the relative price difference between market value and baseload price

changes of aforementioned parameters are presented.j

As sensitivities depend on the point of reference, two wind deployment scenarios are investigated: (i) the reference case (20

wind deployment), (ii) the 2020-20% wind scenario.

For the reference case, that reflects wind power and system characteristics of the year 2006, the baseload price is 51.4s/MWh
the CEPM while the market value of the overall wind power portfolio is 51.2s/MWh.k For a wind share of 2.8% of gro
demand the relative price difference is therefore still minor with �0.4% of the baseload price.

The sensitivity of the price difference is significant for all indicated parameters (see Figure 4). While an increase of wind sha

and variance reduces the market value of wind power ceteris paribus an increased wind–demand correlation is beneficial for t

economics of wind power. It can be seen that for specific parameter settings the market value can even exceed the baseload pric

iThe used power curves have been developed within the TradeWind project and reflect the characteristics of regionally distributed wind farms in lowland areas
[9]).
jIt is important to note that the market values indicated here refer to total wind power generation on country and CEPM level, respectively, and therefore represent
revenue for a single actor managing the whole portfolio. A particular wind farm, however, will have a specific market value that will depend on the spec
relation between its production and market price.
2006 wind power generation in the CEPM is highly dominated by German wind (89%) while in the 2020-20% scenario wind power is dominated by both German
%) and French (36%) wind power resulting in a lower variability of overall wind power.
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The highest sensitivity is observed for variations of the wind power share. A doubling results in a price difference of �3.3% while

for a reduction to half of the generation the market value is 1.2% higher than the baseload price. The market value equals the

baseload price when reducing the variance of wind power by 25% of the reference value or when increasing the wind–demand

correlation by 25%.
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Figure 4. Reference scenario – sensitivity of the relative price difference between market value and baseload price on selected parameters.
Assumptions: CEPM, supply, demand and wind power data from 2006.

Figure 3. Supply curves representing the power plant mix in the Central European power market for price scenarios indicated in Table I.

10)

tep

PARAMETERS INFLUENCING THE MARKET VALUE OF WIND POWER
For a wind generation scenario which is in line with the 20% renewables target in 2020, sensitivities show the same qualitati

behaviour. As a result of the increased wind share of 16.3% the baseload price is reduced to 41.7s/MWh (ceteris paribus). For th
level of penetration the relative price difference is already considerable with 10.8%. The sensitivity of the price difference o
wind share variation is still highest. A 10% increase of wind share results in a 1.3% decrease of market value. The sensitivi
on the variance of wind power is in a comparable range. It can be seen that for the investigated level of wind penetration t
price difference diminishes only in the case of smooth wind power production. The sensitivity on wind–demand correlatio
variations is comparable low. An increase of 10% results in an increase of the market value of about 0.2% of baseload pri
(see Figure 5).

Analyses for stylized, continuous supply curves in Reference [12] indicate that the market value of wind power declines w

increasing convexities. The interpretation of this finding for changes in the supply characteristics of real systems is not clear giv

the complex structure of real supply curves including both linear and convex sections as well as jump discontinuities.
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For our supply representation of the CEPMwe do not observe remarkable changes of the relative price difference for investigated

fuel and CO2 price scenarios compared to the reference case for 2006 wind generation. However, for the 2020-20%wind scenario all

alternative price scenarios result in a higher price difference (12.4%) than in the reference case (10.6%). As a consequence of

differing baseload prices the difference between market value and base price varies between 5.5s/MWh in the high fuel price
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Figure 5. 2020-20% target scenario – sensitivity of the relative price difference between market value and baseload price on selected parameters.
Assumptions: CEPM, supply and demand from 2006, wind power generation according to 2020-20% scenario.

C. OBERSTEINER AND M. SAGUAN
scenario and 8.5s/MWh in the high fuel and CO2 price scenario (see Figure 6).

4.2. The price difference on country level

The difference between the market value of wind power and the baseload price on country level is assessed for wind deployme
scenarios indicated in Section 3.2 using TradeWind data for Czech Republic and Switzerland and measured data for all other
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countries for the year 2006.

As illustrated in Figure 7, the price difference becomes significant for increased wind shares.l Interestingly, the effect is qu

different on country level – for the 2020-20% scenario the price difference varies between 4% in Austria and 16% in Germany. Th

might be explained by differing resulting correlations between wind generations on country level and overall residual demand in t

CEPM. Another remarkable fact is that the increase of the price difference for Austria is significantly lower than for other countri

Austrian wind power obviously profits from comparable low correlation with overall wind power generation in the CEPM (s

Table II). When comparing the 2020-20% scenario with the case of wind power distribution of 2006 we can identify a significa

benefit of the better geographical distribution of wind capacities on CEPM level.m Austrian, German and Czech wind power pro

lPotential drivers for the increasing price difference can be identified when further analysing the respective component in (1):

MVW � pPX ¼ covðpPX;QWÞ
QW

¼ corðpPX;QWÞsðpPXÞ
sðQWÞ

QW
Determinants of the price difference are the correlation coefficient between power price and wind power, the power price standard deviation and the ratio between
wind power standard deviation and expected value.The relevance of these drivers will be exemplarily worked out by confronting results and parameters for the 2006
and the 2020-20% target scenario. The difference between baseload price and market value of overall wind power in the CEPM is �0.2 and �4.5s/MWh,
respectively. The correlation between power price and wind power increases (in absolute terms) significantly from�0.02 to�0.42 while the standard deviation of the
power price increases moderately from 13.3 to 14.7s/MWh. The third term, the ratio between wind power standard deviation and expected value, decreases
moderately from 0.85 to 0.73 due to an improved geographical distribution of wind power.
mIn 2006 wind power generation in the CEPM is highly dominated by German wind (89%) while in the 2020-20% scenario wind power is dominated by both German
(59%) and French (36%) wind power resulting in a lower variability of overall wind power.
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from the increased share of French wind power while the market value is reduced in France and Switzerland. This might be again

explained by the wind–wind correlation coefficients drawn in Table II. For first countries wind power generation is more correlated

with German than with French wind power while for the latter the situation is inverse.

In order to test the sensitivity of results on underlying wind power data we perform simulations using TradeWind data for all
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Figure 7. Relative difference between market value und baseload price for investigated wind penetration scenarios.

Table II. Correlation between wind power generations in countries of the CEPM.

AT CZ DE FR CH CEPM

AT 1.00 0.44 0.20 0.12 0.18 0.23
CZ 0.44 1.00 0.73 0.32 0.39 0.69
DE 0.20 0.73 1.00 0.51 0.38 0.95
FR 0.12 0.32 0.51 1.00 0.57 0.75
CH 0.18 0.39 0.38 0.57 1.00 0.51
CEPM 0.23 0.69 0.95 0.75 0.51 1.00

Assumption: 2020-20% wind scenario.

Figure 6. Comparison of baseload price and market value of wind power for investigated price and wind scenarios. Assumptions: fuel and CO2

prices according to Table I.

10)

tep

PARAMETERS INFLUENCING THE MARKET VALUE OF WIND POWER
available wind years. Figure 8 illustrates exemplary results for the 2020-20% target scenario. Bars draw results for the wind ye

2006 while error bars represent the bandwidth for all available wind years. Price differences vary considerably depending on t

input data set. Interestingly results for the wind year 2006 are extreme in the sense that the price difference is highest for most of t

countries and the CEPM as awhole even though when comparing with other available years, the year 2006 is an averagewind year

terms of full load hours. This fact indicates that 2006 is an extreme wind year in terms of correlation between wind generations

the CEPM.
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5. FUTURE TRENDS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS ON THE MARKET VALUE OF WIND POWER

In this section we firstly discuss how investigated parameters may evolve in the CEPM in the future and then assess the qualitative

impact of future trends based on presented simulation results.
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Figure 8. Relative difference between market value und baseload price for different wind years (bars: wind year 2006, error bars: bandwidth for
other available wind years).

C. OBERSTEINER AND M. SAGUAN
5.1. Wind share

Wind deployment scenarios investigated in Reference [10] indicate an increase of overall wind power generation from 34TWh

2006 to 196 TWh for the CEPM in 2020 for a 20% renewables target on EU-level. Remarkable trends are an increased share

French wind power (from 6 to 36%) and offshore wind (from 0 to 48%). The wind share obviously also depends on the developme

of demand. A constant increase of 2% annually up to 2020 would result in demand increase compared to 2006 of more than 30

Depending on the development of fundamental parameters and the effectiveness of energy efficiency measures this increase mig

also be considerably lower.

5.2. Wind power variability

The major parameter affecting the variability of wind power is the geographic distribution of wind sites as correlation between wi

power generation decreases with increasing distance between sites (cf. [14]). While we can expect that the distribution of onsho

wind will not change dramatically within investigated countries, onshore wind in future will be better distributed within the CEP

according to the scenario cited above, resulting in a lower overall variability. Besides that an increased utilization of offshore wi

will further dampen the variability of resulting wind power generation as shown in Reference [15] for the case of Germany.

5.3. Wind–demand correlation

In 2006 wind and demand in the CEPM are weekly positive correlated (0.13). Among countries correlation with CEPM dema
varies between 0.05 and 0.14. For the 2020-20% scenario there is no significant change in correlation. It is not clear if and in which

ult

ity

ly
direction a higher wind offshore share will influence this parameter. A positive influence on the wind–demand correlation might res

from an adoption of patterns of flexible demand to the availability of wind power in the long term. Similarly, any other form of electric

storage might influence this parameter indirectly, when it is operated in a way to arbitrage wind power induced price variations.

5.4. Supply characteristics

In the short to medium-term fuel and CO2 price shocks influence the supply characteristics. In a longer-term perspective the supp
mix changes depending on expectations of the future development of these parameters. Further influencing parameters include the

ty

10)

tep
development of demand and renewable electricity of which most important wind power. Volatile prices and policy uncertain

involve a broad bandwidth of future supply scenarios.
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5.5. Qualitative assessment

Finally based on simulation results presented in Section 4 the implication of discussed future trends in the CEPM on the market

value of wind power and its difference to the baseload price are assessed qualitatively (see Table III). All indications follow the logic

er

t a

in

ic.

Table III. Qualitative assessment of the impact of parameter changes in the CEPM on the market value of wind power.

Effect of parameter increase on Baseload price Price difference base – MV MV of wind power

Demand þ # þþ
Demand side management �a # ob

Wind capacity � " ��
Wind offshore share o # þ
Geographic wind power distribution in CEPM o # þ
Fuel price þþ " þ
CO2-certificate price þþ " þ
aUnder assumption of a convex supply curve.
bSimulation results indicate a slight decrease for both base price and price difference.

PARAMETERS INFLUENCING THE MARKET VALUE OF WIND POWER
of a ceteris paribus consideration, i.e. all parameters except for the investigated parameter are kept constant.

This approach will be explained based on an exemplary parameter: an increase in demand (þ) leads ceteris paribus to a high

baseload price (þ). At the same time an increasing demand results in a lower wind share. From our simulations we know, tha

lower wind share means a decrease of the difference between market value and baseload price (#). These two effects finally result
a significant increase of the market value of wind power (þþ). The impact of all other parameters is assessed following this log

6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper identifies parameters affecting the wind power–price correlation and analyses their impact on the market value of wind
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power for the case of the CEPM. Future trends for parameter developments are investigated and their qualitative impact on t

market value is assessed.

Results indicate that the impact of the system immanent wind power–price correlation on the market value of wind power in t

CEPM is negligible in 2006 but will become significant for expected wind capacities in 2020. The baseload price then does n

constitute any longer a reliable indicator for the market value of wind power. Simulations further show that the market value w

vary considerably among countries even if the CEPM is fully integrated.

The increase of wind capacity will have a dampening effect, while other expected trends like an increase of electricity dema

and fuel as well as CO2-certificate prices, a better geographic distribution of onshore wind within the CEPM and an increasi

utilization of offshore wind will influence the market value positively.

Our results have several important implications. First, the effect of market value reduction has to be considered for longer-ter

forecasts of support cost (net transfers from consumers to producers) when significant wind shares are expected. The sam

recommendation can be given for forecasts on when wind power will become competitive. Second, when wind power is support

via a variable feed-in premium (or in a quota system) it is crucial to adapt the premium (or the penalty) to the (average) market val

of wind power and not to the baseload price. Third, when support reflects the market value of wind power, investors face increasi

incentives to utilize second best potentials that are less correlated with overall generation in the relevant market.

For a robust quantification of the analysed effect a corresponding data base representing the long-term patterns of wind power a

demand as well as their correlation is essential.

Quantitative results have to be interpreted with care because of the simplified representation of the CEPM. Our mod

underestimates the reduction of the market value as it neglects operational constraints and imbalance cost. The qualitative effect

other simplifications (neglect of interconnections with other markets and internal congestions) is, however, difficult to assess. W

also lack a consistent data set for an according time period.

Further research should therefore focus on both an improved data base and representation of the CEPM in order to derive mo

reliable qualitative results that may then be confronted with empirical analysis.
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7. LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

AT Austria

BAFA Bundesamt für Wirtschaft und Ausfuhrkontrolle

C. OBERSTEINER AND M. SAGUAN
CEPM Central European power market
CH Switzerland
CZ
h

TradeWi

Energ
Czech Republic
DE
 Germany
EEX
 European Energy Exchange
ERDF
 Electricité Réseau Distribution France
FR
 France
GW
 Gigawatt
MC
 marginal cost
MWh
 Megawatt hour
MV
 market value
OeMAG
 Ökostromabwicklungsstelle
OTC
 over the counter
PX
 power exchange
SRMC
 short-run marginal cost
TWh
 Terawatt hour
UCTE
 Union for the Co-ordination of Transmission of Electricity
base
 baseload
D
 demand
D,res
 residual demand
time interval (hour)
H
 total number of time intervals (hours)
p
 price
Q
 quantity (generation, demand)
S
 supply
s
 supply function
s
 standard deviation
W
 wind
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